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Marginalized social media users struggle to navigate inequitable content moderation they experience online.
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design, along with interviews about and usability tests of the site (n = 12). We found that the OIHC’s resources
made it easier for participants to understand platforms’ policies and access appeal resources. Participants
expressed increased willingness to read platforms’ policies after reading the OIHC’s summarized versions, but
expressed mistrust of platforms after reading them. We discuss the study’s implications, such as the benefits
of providing summarized policies to encourage digital literacy, and how doing so may enable users to express
skepticism of platforms’ policies after reading them.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Marginalized communities1 depend on social media and digital technologies to meet their unique in-
formation and social needs, such as creating community support systems, exploring their identities,
and finding identity-related information for their ownwell-being [16, 23, 33, 43, 53, 57, 61, 65, 68, 89].
Despite how marginalized communities uniquely rely on social media for their own well-being,
they also experience (in general and as specific social groups) disproportionate rates of content
moderation and removals on social media platforms, even in instances where their content does
not violate platforms’ community guidelines [23, 47]. Examples of these disproportionate removals
include social media platforms incorrectly flagging images of transgender and nonbinary users’
bodies as “not safe for work” [47], or the incorrect removals of Black users’ content that openly dis-
cusses racial justice or the Black Lives Matter movement [46, 47]. The disproportionate moderation
of marginalized users’ content harms marginalized social media users by restricting their freedom
of self-expression on platforms and their ability to safely use platforms to meet their general or
identity-related needs [23, 47].

Marginalized users struggle with the excessive removals of their content, which is compounded
by the difficulty social media users in general experience when navigating the text of platforms’
policies in attempts to understand whether their content should have been removed at all [73, 76].
The significant majority of social media users are reluctant to read platforms’ policies prior to using
their services, typically citing policies’ overwhelming length, the excessive amount of time necessary
to read platforms’ policies, and the opacity of platforms’ policies, as factors that discourage user
readership [73, 76]. Marginalized users are particularly likely to not trust social media platforms
to enforce their own policies correctly while moderating marginalized users’ content [16, 29, 63],
often relying on personal or community-built folk theories to guide their social media behaviors
instead of reading and trusting policies to accurately inform them of what they can post online
[15, 16, 63]. As a result, marginalized users are often left in a position where they can neither trust
social media platforms to moderate their content fairly nor to accurately inform them of what they
can post to begin with.
We designed and developed the Online Identity Help Center (OIHC, www.oihc.org), an online

content moderation and social media policy resource designed to highlight and center marginalized
users’ content moderation experiences, as a response to the challenges marginalized users face. We
provide marginalized social media users with social media moderation-related resources and digital
literacy resources that can improve their understanding of how to navigate platforms’ policies
and moderation practices. Such resources include summarized versions of platforms’ policies,
explanations of social media users’ rights, and instructions to appeal moderation decisions across
multiple different platforms. As a hub for online resources related to marginalization and content
moderation, the OIHC cannot directly intervene in individual users’ moderation experiences or
appeal processes, nor can it provide services that require live support (such as 24/7 chat support or
community forums requiring content moderation of their own). Instead, the goal of the OIHC is to
address the inequities faced by marginalized social media users by providing moderation-related
resources that make it easier for users to engage with platforms’ policies, to understand their rights
on social media platforms, and to navigate their experiences with social media content moderation
and removals.

We address three research questions in this work:

1Marginalized communities are defined in our paper as communities that experience systemic exclusion, discrimination, and
social inequities based on factors such as, but not limited to, race, ethnicity, religion, gender identity, sexuality, or disability.
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• RQ1:What resources and topics would marginalized users like to have included on a compre-
hensive web resource that centers marginalized social media users’ online rights and content
moderation experiences?

• RQ2: How might we develop a comprehensive web resource that provides accurate informa-
tion about social media policies to help marginalized users navigate their online rights and
content moderation experiences?

• RQ3: How might marginalized users use and perceive the resources included on this com-
prehensive web resource?

This paper addresses RQ1 by describing the findings of our qualitative analysis of (n = 24)
interviews with marginalized social media users who have previously experienced content removals
on social media platforms, whose input was utilized while designing and developing the OIHC.
We then address RQ2 by describing the design and development process of the OIHC, including
our survey of n = 75 social media users to determine how to prioritize content for the OIHC,
and our competitive analysis of existing official social media policy resources and their common
shortcomings. We then address RQ3 by describing the findings from qualitative analysis of (n
= 12) OIHC user tests and interviews, where marginalized social media users gave feedback on
a prototype version of the OIHC and its contents. This paper contributes a description of the
design and development of an online digital literacy resource for marginalized populations to
learn more about social media content moderation. We contribute findings on how marginalized
social media users use such a resource; this includes unanticipated interactions with the resource,
such as choosing to read platforms’ policies in full, critically reflecting on platforms’ policies, and
expressing skepticism toward platforms’ policies. We then contribute a discussion on how digital
literacy resources can serve as starting points for social media users to learn more about social
media platforms’ policies, along with a discussion of marginalized users’ skepticism of platforms’
policies after reading them.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Social Media Content Moderation and Guidelines
Content moderation is a necessary part of the work platforms must do to protect their users from
abusive user behavior and to remove illegal or potentially harmful content [39, 40, 98]. Grimmelman
defines social media content moderation as “the governance mechanisms that structure participa-
tion in a community to facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse” [45]. Content moderation can
take the form of “top-down” moderation enacted by platform administrators and their algorithmic
moderation tools [41, 44, 60, 71] or “bottom-up” moderation enacted by the platform’s own users,
often voluntarily and unpaid [6]; some platforms employ a combination of both top-down and
bottom-up content moderation structures [92]. Several major social media platforms prominently
featured throughout the OIHC (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok) employ “top-down” mod-
eration on their platform, while only one (Reddit) employs a “hybrid” moderation model, utilizing
a combination of subreddit-specific volunteer moderators, sitewide administrators, and algorithmic
moderation tools [82, 83]. US-based social media platforms often outsource human moderation
through third-party companies located outside of the United States; these human moderators are
then responsible for assessing and removing content posted by users and communities across the
entire world [98]. Content moderation is an integral part of the work on the OIHC and this study,
as the methods employed by platforms to moderate content affects the visibility and rights of
individual social media users and user groups [40].

Though social media platforms generally employ some form of content moderation while requir-
ing users to adhere to their platforms’ policies (commonly referred to as “community guidelines”),
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the significant majority of social media users do not fully read platforms’ policies and rules before
using their services [2, 73, 74, 76]. Social media users typically perceive platforms’ policies as being
too long, confusing, or time-consuming to read, or “irrelevant” to their overall experiences as
social media users [73, 76, 85]. The difficulty of reading and understanding platforms’ policies
can be particularly problematic for users who wish to appeal the removal of their social media
content, as the appeal instructions may be so difficult to understand that users feel discouraged from
appealing content removals at all [94]. Users may also experience frustration regarding platforms’
algorithmic moderation tools, which may struggle to correctly moderate users’ content, including
“gray area” content that is not clearly addressed by platforms’ policies [47]; this reflects a broader
trend of automated systems struggling to moderate behaviors that may require human judgment
and intervention [59, 79].

Social media users often respond to challenging platform policies and appeal processes by relying
on folk theories (defined by French and Hancock as a “person’s intuitive, causal explanation about a
system”) about social media policies and content moderation to guide their behavior on social media
instead of reading platforms’ rules [15, 17, 27, 34, 70]. Folk theories are typically created by ordinary
users to help them understand how a system works in practice and to inform their behavior and
decision-making related to that system [36]. However, the difficulty of understanding platforms’
terms of service as they are written can pose threats to social media users who may be unable to
fully understand their platforms’ terms of service [31, 58]. Luger argues that the poor readability
of platforms’ terms of service is “fundamentally an issue of inclusion and accessibility,” arguing
that the overly inaccessible language and length of these policies can make them functionally
unreadable for many users [58].
Past literature has evaluated the readability of online policies presented to users; Fabian et

al. found that readable online policies can simplify online decision-making for users, resulting
in improved online user experiences [28]. Past literature has also explored different formats for
presenting policies to users in more readable formats; Kelley et al. developed a “Nutrition Label for
Privacy,” a visually-friendly format resembling a food nutrition label, as a way to present privacy
policies to users in a readable, easily digested way [56]. Our study builds off of similar information
presentation goals, with the goal of designing the OIHC to present short, summarized versions
of social media platforms’ policies that emphasize clarity and readability for social media users,
helping social media users more easily digest platforms’ policies even when platforms themselves
do not present their policies in “readable” formats.

2.2 Content Moderation and Marginalized Users
Content moderation practices occur both algorithmically and by human content moderators,
both of which can detrimentally impact social media users and their online experiences [37, 62].
Marginalized social media users are disproportionately likely to experience unique harms and
challenges related to content moderation on social media platforms, such as the disproportionate
removals of their content or accounts, or the suppression of identity-related speech [5, 19, 23, 30, 32,
42, 47, 86]. Certain groups of users, such as Black social media users, LGBTQIA+ users (particularly
transgender users), and women (particularly women of color) are especially likely to experience
content suppression and removal [14, 19, 21, 23, 30, 38, 47, 62, 86, 100]. Marginalized users may
experience feeling pressured to behave or present themselves in specific ways due to the types of
bodies and behaviors content moderation practices emphasize as “normal” [30]. Marginalized users’
content that includes images of their bodies may also face particular scrutiny and moderation in
attempts to police sexuality via nudity and sexual content regulations and bans [88]; Gerrard and
Thornham situated this aspect of content moderation as platforms’ “sexist assemblages” which
can perpetuate harmful gender roles [38]. Marginalized users’ content that is removed often falls
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into content moderation “gray areas,” in which both algorithmic and human moderator methods
cannot easily categorize content as “right” or “wrong”; Haimson et al. argued that platforms should
embrace these gray areas in their moderation practices rather than forcing content to fit into strict
permissible or removable categories [47].
Marginalized users can find disproportionate moderation and content removals frustrating

and painful, particularly if they perceive their removed content as not violating the platforms’
guidelines [47, 86] or as incorrectly removed by platforms’ algorithmic moderation tools [9].
Instances of user disagreements with platforms’ moderation decisions highlight the mismatch
between user experiences on platforms and content moderation policies in the form of contested
platform governance [90]. The disproportionate removals of marginalized users’ content can
prevent marginalized users from using social media as freely as non-marginalized users, and
may result in marginalized users not trusting social media platforms to moderate their content
correctly or to protect them from harm [54, 87]. These disproportionate removals can also have
major human rights implications, such as in the case of Palestinian Facebook and Instagram users,
whose posts documenting airstrikes in the Gaza Strip were disproportionately removed from
both platforms [3]. The OIHC was developed to address the challenges faced by marginalized
social media users by centering marginalized users and their unique challenges regarding social
media content moderation, with the goal of creating an online social media policy resource that
can help marginalized social media users navigate the disproportionate content moderation and
removal experiences that they face. This study builds on the literature by developing insight into
the moderation-related informational resources that marginalized users on the OIHC found helpful,
along with exploring marginalized users’ engagement with (and perceptions of) social media
platforms’ community guidelines and moderation practices.

2.3 The Digital Divide and Online Digital Literacy Resources
The “digital divide” is an ambiguous term with various definitions, but broadly refers to the
gap between those who do and do not have access to information technology [96]. Multiple
divides emerge as technology access and usage increases, including differences in technology
usage and digital literacy skills between marginalized and privileged groups [69]. Digital literacy is
broadly described by Reddy et al. as the “necessary skills and competencies to perform tasks and
solve problems in digital environments” [84]. Young marginalized people, such as those who are
Indigenous, culturally and linguistically diverse, or living with a disability, are less likely to use
information communication technologies, and more likely to experience lower digital literacy levels,
compared to other youths [4, 81]. Online agency diminishes without adequate digital literacy skills;
users without these skills are less likely to reap the full benefits of what technology has to offer
[8, 18, 24]. Barriers to digital literacy for marginalized individuals can make themmore vulnerable to
hate and discrimination online, as they may not possess the resources and preparedness necessary
to safely respond to these interactions [7]. Thus, digital divide discussions widen in scope beyond
access, becoming not only a technological problem, but a social justice problem as well [95].
Online digital literacy resources are often centered around mainstream identities, failing to

account for the background and experiences of marginalized communities. This failure is prevalent
within education systems that rely on digital technologies for teaching [75]. Decentering whiteness
within education pedagogies to center around marginalized communities contributes towards a
safe digital learning environment for communities of color to share their experiences and incur
active engagement [49]. The failure to bring narratives from marginalized communities further
reify unequal power structures, continuously disempowering marginalized people from becoming
digitally literate [75]. Hourcade explains that the challenges of educating marginalized youth on
digital skills is a result of the lack of digital infrastructure and qualified teachers within their
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communities, exacerbated by difficulties to effectively engage marginalized youth to learn and find
value in digital literacy skills [50].

Establishing adequate access to digital devices and technologies is a significant first step, but
only addresses some digital literacy and online safety concerns faced by marginalized users. For
example, Epstein and Quinn emphasized that socioeconomic inequality contributes towards and
worsens online privacy marginalization that puts vulnerable groups who are less informed on online
privacy protection at great risk of privacy loss to be most impacted by systematic disparities in
privacy literacy [26, 35]. Existing technologies for digital literacy may also propel already-powerful
groups forward without a comprehensive framework guiding design and development [64]. Design
principles of online digital literary tools have implications on marginalized youth’s technology
use by leaving out important considerations that hinder user experience [50]. Closing the gap
between what is currently understood about marginalized people’s digital literacy skills and the
reality of their experience provides a valuable opportunity to recenter digital literacy resources for
marginalized people [49]. In navigating the digital space, existing tools for online digital literacy
have been created to address marginalized people’s resource needs. The Santa Clara Principles, co-
written by organizations such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation and the Center for Democracy
and Technology, provides a published set of general guidelines outlining standards for users’ free
speech rights and moderation transparency on social media platforms; social media users may
read through these principles to better familiarize themselves with their rights on social media
platforms [25]. Some social media platforms also provide tools to help social media users appeal
the removals of their content; for example, Facebook allows users to appeal their content removals
to the Oversight Board [66], while Twitter offers an appeal submission form for users to appeal
account suspensions [93].
Several digital literacy resources help provide guidance for marginalized users whose income

and contributions toward society have been impacted by content removals. The Syrian Archive
supports activists by archiving records of human rights violations removed by social media platforms
that are vital for human rights research, working with social media companies to redefine their
content moderation policies and reinstate many records, and providing contact support for content
removals [91]. The Internet Freedom Foundation provides information and support for Indian
social media users who experience political censorship on social media [52]. The Don’t Delete
Art campaign launched an online gallery of art by LGBTQ+ artists who were algorithmically
removed by social media platforms’ moderation tools, an appeal process absent of concrete steps,
and unclear community guidelines as a statement to demand for social media platforms create
guidelines that democratizes art to be shared freely online [20]. The campaign provides artists with
guidance for posting work, resources for navigating the appeal process for multiple social media
platforms, information regarding community guidelines, and artworks that have been removed as
an opportunity to have them displayed.
Online digital literacy tools have also been created to counteract privacy concerns; these tools

can be used by marginalized users to equip themselves with knowledge and awareness of privacy
protections to reduce social marginalization [26]. Consumer Reports Security Planner’s platform
equips people with expert-reviewed personalized guides for staying safe online, including topics
such as safeguarding online accounts and protecting mobile data [11]. Data cooperatives are another
kind of collective data resource built to enable greater autonomy over personal data and to restore
trust between users and the organizations who utilize users’ personal data, which can address social
media users’ distrust of social media platforms regarding data privacy and use [67]. Resources that
provide educational materials for communities and individuals on security practices and secure
sensitive information online can also be useful for marginalized social media users; examples
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include the Digital Security Helpline [1], which provides immediate emergency assistance and 24/7
real time services of any digital risks and concerns.
The digital literacy resources discussed above are often not specific to content moderation or

marginalized social media users’ moderation-related needs, or are only built to address specific
moderation-related contexts; as a result, many of these resources will not meet the needs of
marginalized social media users broadly. We developed the OIHC to address this gap by presenting a
range of moderation and digital literacy-related content, with the goal of providing relevant, helpful
moderation-related information to a broad range of marginalized social media user communities.

In what follows, we describe the three phases of our research: an initial interview study to
determine what to include on the site, the design and development of the OIHC site, and then our
evaluation study to determine potential users’ reactions to the site. In each of these sections, we
first describe our methods and then our results.

3 INTERVIEW STUDY
3.1 Interview Study Methods
3.1.1 Data Collection. To answer our research questions, we first conducted a structured interview
study with n = 24 participants. A goal of the interview study was to identify topics related to
content moderation and social media policies that are relevant and important to marginalized social
media users; this information was later used to determine what kinds of content to feature on the
OIHC. This interview study was reviewed and deemed exempt from oversight by our university’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB). We contacted 26 participants to schedule interviews, with 24
participating in their scheduled interview. Recruiting these participants happened in three ways:
(1) participants from our prior survey study on social media content moderation and removals
who indicated interest in participating in a follow-up interview were invited to participate (n = 6);
(2) participants who filled out a screening survey we promoted via our social media accounts on
Twitter were invited to participate (n = 6); (3) participants who were a part of a research recruiting
service and matched our internal screening survey process were invited to participate (n = 12).
We screened for adult social media users from marginalized groups (i.e., racial/ethnic minorities,
gender and sexual minorities) who stated that their content or accounts were removed from a social
media platform in the past year for reasons they disagreed with. To ensure that our sample was
diverse and included people from marginalized groups, the screening surveys asked participants for
their age, gender, race/ethnicity, LGBTQIA+ status, and whether they specifically are transgender,
nonbinary, or both. We used open text in our recruiting surveys for gender and sexuality in order
to respect and capture the diversity of terminology and self-identification within the queer and
trans population.

Of the 24 interviews, 23 were conducted remotely over Zoom and recorded for audio transcription,
while one interview with a deaf participant was conducted through text over email. Interviews
lasted for an average of 51.65 minutes (sd = 11.06 minutes, range: 38 - 84 minutes). During interviews,
participants completed the informed consent process and multiple interviewers were typically
present. The interview presented a series of questions about participants’ content or account
removals, asking them to describe the removals, whether they thought the removals were incorrect,
and how the removal experience may have related to their marginalized identities. They were asked
further questions about their perceptions of content moderation and community guidelines on the
platforms they use, and how content moderation and community guidelines on platforms could
be improved for marginalized users. Participants received $30 for participating in the interview
study. The leftmost column of Table 1 details interview participant demographics, showing age,
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gender, if participants self-identified as LGBTQ+, and participants’ self-identified race/ethnicity.
The structured interview study participants are referred to as P1 through P24 to differentiate from
the user test interview participants, who are referred to as P25 through P36.

3.1.2 Data Analysis. The three authors who completed the interviews conducted open coding [12]
using Atlas.ti. The first three authors first coded the same transcript to begin developing a codebook;
after agreeing on all codes and their meanings, they then coded the remaining interviews separately.
New codes were identified during the subsequent coding and were discussed by the research team;
those that the team agreed on after discussionwere added to the codebook.We used axial coding [12]
to organize codes into themes. Themes that emerged in our analysis include: community guidelines,
general content moderation practices, algorithmic content moderation, unequal moderation of
marginalized users and their content, abusive user behaviors and moderation, content visibility and
suppression, the relationship between content moderation and social media platforms/corporations,
and user behavior changes in response to moderation. After transcribing interviews, we used
FigJam to conduct affinity diagramming to organize insights across large amounts of qualitative
data [48] and prioritize usability issues to be addressed [57]. Authors consolidated themes until
the most salient educational topics that encapsulated users’ needs were revealed. These themes
included:
(1) Social media users’ rights
(2) Privacy and data collection on social media sites
(3) Social media sites’ policies and guidelines and their differences
(4) How to contact social media sites for help after a content/account removal
(5) Social media algorithms and how they work
(6) How to file an appeal for a content/account removal
(7) What shadowbanning is, and how to avoid it
(8) Ways to connect with others to engage in activism related to content/account removal

3.2 Interview Study Results: What to Include on the Site
During the initial round of interviews, we asked participants about the content moderation issues
they encountered on social media platforms, and to envision and describe an informational resource
that they would personally use that might address their concerns; while we did not explicitly
present a list of potential formats for the resource to the participants, the majority of participants
described their envisioned resource as a website. As described in section 3.1.2, interview participants
identified eight major content areas that informed the OIHC’s development and design. During the
later survey study described in section 4.1.1, participants rated the eight major content areas that
they most desired to have featured on the OIHC. Out of the eight content areas, the top four highly
rated content areas were:
(1) User Rights
(2) Privacy and Data Collection
(3) Social Media Site Policies and Guidelines
(4) Contacting Social Media Sites.
In this section, we present participants’ views on each of these four priority areas. We limit

this section to the top four highly ranked content areas as, due to the scope and timeline of the
project, we narrowed the OIHC’s focus to those four topics instead of all eight (a process described
in greater detail in section 4.1.1) 2

2Though User Rights could be interpreted as a sub-topic of Social Media Site Policies and Guidelines, interview study
participants described these topics as similar but separate concerns. We designed User Rights and Social Media Site Policies
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3.2.1 User Rights. Participants expressed the desire to educate themselves on how their rights
(such as freedom of speech or self-expression) apply to social media use, while also asking platforms
to describe user rights with clear and concise language. P7 noted that it could be difficult to
understand whether “laws are actually there for online technologies to protect people’s [speech],” or
“[whether] ‘freedom of speech’ extends to online technologies” in the first place. P15 shared similar
sentiments, stating that she “would very much use” an informational web resource on mainstream
social media platforms’ policies, because “in this day and age, social media is so powerful... so it makes
sense to know what [your] rights are.” P15 then compared her experiences posting on platforms
to in-person interactions with police, saying “before you get arrested, they read you your rights,
and although that is something you should still know, on Instagram, they take down your things, but
they didn’t let you know your rights before they took it [down].” Participants described user rights
conflicts specifically related to marginalization that they witnessed on platforms; P1, P6, and P20
described witnessing the disproportionate removal of posts related to Indigenous activism and
the #BlackLivesMatter movement across multiple platforms, while P3 described witnessing the
inordinate removal of transgender and nonbinary users’ selfies and activist content on Instagram.
The participants’ examples highlight the particular difficulty for marginalized users, subjected
to the excessive removal of their identity-related speech and self-expression, to know how their
rights will apply to social media use. Participants’ sentiments echo the desire for platforms to keep
users in the know about their rights, and expresses the distress users may experience when their
content is removed in a way they perceive as violating their rights – a distress disproportionately
experienced by marginalized users.
Users also expressed the value of simple summaries and definitions for platform policies and

their associated jargon; P14 spoke on this, stating that “the most important thing is to make [policies]
‘bite-sized’ [and] very easy to consume,” compared to the “words that you see a lot in legal papers
and legal guidelines.” P14 also suggested that users may be more likely to read summarized, less
overwhelming versions of policies than their full-text counterparts, stating that “I do have the
power to go through and read the [full] guidelines, but... I just don’t care enough. I want to, but I
don’t. But presenting them in a very easy, digestible format would probably spread more awareness [of
platforms’ policies].” Users also suggested presenting this information in a list format; P8 suggested
a user-friendly list format “like LinkTree” providing users with a checklist “of things can be posted
[on social media platforms]” or “for appealing a [moderation] decision.” With our interviewees’
suggestions in mind, we made sure to include links and information regarding user rights on
various social media platforms, easily accessible to website visitors. We also use clear and concise
language when discussing user rights, attempting to make the website’s language accessible and
not overwhelming to a general audience (see Figure 1).

3.2.2 Data Privacy and Collection. Another important topic participants spoke on was the issue
of privacy and data collection on social media platforms. A fear amongst participants was what
happens to their information while using a platform. P21 wondered “how much Instagram actually
looks at what you post [or] pays attention to it, stores it, [etc.],” while sharing his perception of how
social media platforms treat users’ personal data: “I know that’s how social media functions, [it] sells

and Guidelines as two separate features of the OIHC to reflect participants’ perspectives, with the former focused on
informing users of how their basic rights apply to social media use (e.g. how “freedom of speech” is interpreted on social
media platforms), and the latter focused on informing users of individual websites’ policies (e.g. whether individual platforms
allow certain kinds of “nude” or “graphic” content). We also acknowledge that some important themes from our affinity
diagramming were determined to be outside the OIHC’s scope, such as social media algorithms and shadowbanning.
Additionally, the OIHC excludes some content moderation topics that participants occasionally mentioned during the
interviews but were not among their most salient educational topics, such as shadow bans, the sale of users’ data, or
marginalized users reporting other users’ abusive content.
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Fig. 1. A hypothetical moderation scenario and explanation featured on the OIHC Social Media Rights page.

your information.” This informed us that participants want clear knowledge on who or what has
access to user information when agreeing to use an app or platform, and that there is a popular
belief that social media profits by selling user information. Participants discussed a wide range
of online privacy and safety concerns affecting marginalized social media users specifically, such
as the surveillance of marginalized activists’ social media activity or the personal safety threats
marginalized users experienced during everyday social media use. P18 shared his concerns related
to online surveillance of marginalized activists, stating that “social media platforms accumulating
all that data,” could “later use [user data] against members of marginalized communities, either in
the US or in other parts of the world” by creating and weaponizing “profiles... of marginalized activist
community members”. P14 voiced concerns related to online privacy and safety during everyday
social media use; experiencing misogynistic harassment from strangers on Instagram resulted in
P14 feeling “insecure” posting about their experiences with misogyny on the platform, stating
that Instagram’s “lack of privacy” could expose them to further harassment. So, not only should
platforms be clear about how they use user information, they should also attempt to minimize
harms and risks as much as possible, as the most marginalized may be affected more greatly. These
concerns are reflected in our approach to designing the OIHC, as we include resources about how
platforms use user information and provide guidance for how people can protect their data and
online privacy (see Figure 2).

3.2.3 Social Media Site Policies and Guidelines. Participants found it important that the OIHC
not only describe their general rights as social media users (described in the User Rights section),
but also detail various social media platforms’ current policies and guidelines. P21 noted that
it can “be helpful for people to understand what not to post and... why certain things have been
taken down.” P21’s comments reflect users’ need for platform policies that clearly guide what they
can and cannot post on platforms, which P21 found lacking in the social media platforms that
they use. P12 spoke on this, stating that she “would like to learn more about the specific guidelines
that each social media site enforces, as well as examples for each guideline of what is considered
right and what is considered wrong.” Relatedly, P10 said, “I think that the comparative details about
how the rules and guidelines have been changing would help people to understand in what direction
exactly that social media companies are going.” This means laying out clearly how social media
platforms enforce their guidelines, while also keeping a history of how these guidelines and their
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Fig. 2. Examples of data privacy guidance and resources featured on the OIHC Privacy and Data Collection
page.

enforcement have changed. Some participants described how clear explanations of social media
site policy and enforcement could specifically benefit marginalized social media users. P6, who
spoke about guidelines for showcasing trans bodies, stated that they “would love to see [stuff] about
trans people posting their bodies, both pre-op and post-op, because obviously those guidelines are
going to be different,” reflecting transgender and nonbinary social media users’ experiences with
platforms disproportionately and inconsistently moderating content featuring their bodies, even
when their content does not violate platforms’ guidelines [47, 78]. P12 expressed frustration with
“[platform] guidelines that allude to discrimination against certain groups... but don’t give very good
descriptions of what each guideline is,” making it unclear to what extent marginalized users are
protected from discriminatory treatment on different platforms. P9 mentioned how it would be
helpful to include “guidance on... what words to avoid” or how to phrase social media posts to avoid
disproportionate content moderation; P9’s example reflects marginalized social media users’ use of
alternative phrases (such as such as “yt” instead of white or “seggs” instead of sex [10, 80]) to avoid
disproportionate algorithmic moderation while discussing identity-related topics online. Overall,
users suggested they wanted a clear history of social media platforms’ policies and guidelines
and specifics related to particular identity groups, as well as how to avoid content moderation
through alternative language. To help with this, the OIHC details policies and guidelines for five
specific social media platforms, and provides details regarding how content moderation may impact
marginalized users (see Figure 3).

3.2.4 Contacting Social Media Sites. Many participants spoke about social media appeals systems’
vagueness, or the seemingly impossible task of reaching out to speak to someone about their
account ban or content removal. P5 said they would appreciate OIHC telling users “how to find
communication pathways to dispute moderation or to contact moderators or owners.” P12 agreed, also
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Fig. 3. Examples of exceptions to Facebook’s nudity policies featured on the OIHC Social Media Guidelines
page.

saying they “would like to see contact information for specific people you can reach out to if you have
questions [about moderation], whether that’s an email or phone number. I think that’s important for
people to have.” Users like P13 described the frustrations of appealing content moderation decisions,
mentioning a platform that didn’t “have a contact number or a live operator. I’ve never seen anything
like that. It’s always just an email.” Similarly, P22 had to “[do] some Google searches [to] find out
how to get a hold of service representatives,” stating that the contact information was “difficult to
find” even while using a search engine. As detailed by our participants, content moderation appeals
processes are unclear and labyrinthine at times. Thus, we designed the OIHC to assist users in
contacting social media platforms to appeal account bans or content removal. The site lists links to
platforms’ official policy pages, online appeal forms, and information about how to contact social
media platforms, consolidating this information into one place for users to easily contact social
media platforms regarding their content moderation decisions (see Figure 4).

4 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ONLINE IDENTITY HELP CENTER
4.1 Requirements Gathering
4.1.1 Surveys. As previously mentioned in section 3.2, after completing the interview study,
we conducted a survey (n = 75) asking participants from marginalized groups (i.e. racial/ethnic
minorities, gender and sexual minorities) to rank the eight different educational topics identified
during the interview analysis in order of importance on a scale of 1 (most important) to 8 (least
important). Our goal was to use the survey findings to help prioritize relevant resource topics for
the OIHC. We conducted this survey through online survey recruitment platform Prolific, receiving
75 eligible responses within the 6 days that the survey was live. The research team determined
that the pool of 75 participants provided an appropriate representative sample of the OIHC’s target
population while also fitting the timeline and scope of the project. Of the survey participants,
25.33% responded that they had content taken down from a social media site for reasons they
disagreed with within the last year. We compiled the average rank among each topic to determine
which were the most important. We focused the OIHC on the top four topics: social media user
rights, privacy and data collection, social media sites policies and guidelines, and how to contact
social media sites for help after content or account removal. The center column of Table 1 details
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Fig. 4. Instructions to file an Instagram content removal appeal featured on the OIHC Social Media Appeals
page.

survey participant demographics, showing age, gender, if participants self-identified as LGBTQ+,
and participants’ self-identified race/ethnicity.

4.1.2 Competitive Analysis. We performed a competitive analysis of social media policy resources
published by various social media platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, Tik-
Tok, Google, Reddit, Youtube, and Linktree. We compared these tools across the following criterias:
information layout, searchability of information, topics, navigation of resources, social media con-
tacts, appeal process, information for marginalized people. We conducted closed coding [13] during
the analysis to better understand how different policy resources presented and communicated
information compared to one another, such as differences in the resources’ navigability and overall
visual layouts. We also sought to identify common shortcomings of existing social media policy
resources while conducting our analysis to avoid repeating those shortcomings while designing the
OIHC. The analysis revealed social media platforms’ shortcomings while explaining their policies,
along with barriers to finding specific policy-related information on platforms’ policy resources.

4.2 Design and Development
The process of deciding what content to include on the OIHC is expanded on in the Results; the
following is a brief description of the UX design and development of the OIHC.We created a journey
map, a process of visualizing user’s needs and experiences over time across their interactions with
a system [51], to understand participants’ pain points around content moderation and social
media. We identified potential design interventions to address these pain points on the OIHC. We
developed the OIHC’s visual and brand design based on results from the competitive analysis, and
ensured that the OIHC is inclusive of and appealing to marginalized user communities; we also
maintained consistent and clean styling throughout the OIHC while featuring visible logos and
imagery indicating its affiliation with a major university, ensuring the final product appears to be a
legitimate resource. The OIHC’s information architecture was collaboratively developed by the
design team on FigJam; the information architecture was organized to emphasize the information
prioritized by the study participants. We followed an iterative design process [99] to make design
decisions for the OIHC based on requirements gathering results; the design team used results
from the competitive analysis and user interviews to implement design patterns that aligned
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with the target population. Design choices prioritized providing a centralized collection of advice
about content moderation for marginalized people and reflecting the needs of diverse communities
affected by wrongful content removals or account bans. See Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 for examples
of the site design. We created the OIHC as an educational resource website because this was the
format most requested by participants. We employed mobile first design so that the site would be
accessible to those without computers. We considered including additional affordances suggested
during the interview study, such as live chat support and user forums, but determined that these
were beyond the scope of the OIHC’s capabilities because they would require constant availability
and active content moderation.

5 EVALUATION STUDY
5.1 Evaluation Study Methods
5.1.1 Data Collection: User Tests and Interviews. After designing the OIHC, we conducted two
rounds of usability tests with a total of n = 12 participants (n = 5 participants in the first round
and n = 7 participants in the second) to learn more about how users would use the OIHC, and
about the site’s effectiveness, as well as to inform design iterations. This research was reviewed
and deemed exempt from oversight by our university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). We
recruited participants by contacting participants from prior study stages who indicated they may
be open to participating in a follow-up interview (n = 16) and by posting about the study on Twitter
and Instagram. Interested participants filled out a screening survey to ensure a diverse group of
participants from marginalized groups. Of the prior study participants, n = 5 agreed to participate in
the first round of usability tests. We recruited second-round participants through online recruitment
service User Interviews; n = 7 eligible User Interviews respondents participated in the second-round
of usability tests. All interviews/usability tests were conducted remotely over Zoom and recorded for
audio transcription. Participants viewed a link to the OIHC prototype on Figma and were presented
with a series of tasks to accomplish using the prototype. They were asked to communicate their
thought processes out loud and were asked follow up questions about their experiences. The second
round participants were asked additional questions about their experiences on social media as
marginalized social media users, including their experiences with content removals on social media
platforms. Participants received $30 for participating in the interviews/usability tests. The rightmost
column of Table 1 details user test participant demographics, showing age, gender, if participants
self-identified as LGBTQ+, and participants’ self-identified race/ethnicity. The user test interview
participants are referred to as P25 through P36 to differentiate from the initial interview study
participants.

5.1.2 Data Analysis. We collaboratively analyzed the interviews/usability test data. We recorded
notes from the usability tests using Figjam. The qualitative data analysis followed the same process
described in section 3.1.2, drawing from Corbin and Strauss’s qualitative analysis methods [12].
This analysis resulted in the several themes which we discuss in Results.

5.2 Evaluation Study Results: Engagement with Social Media Platforms and Policies
5.2.1 Participants Critically Reflected on Platform Policy Resources Linked in Social Media Guidelines
Page. The Social Media Site Policies and Guidelines page includes embedded links to social media
platforms’ official community guidelines, including Facebook’s Community Standards page for
Adult Nudity. Interview study participants were asked to navigate the OIHC to locate and read
a summary of Facebook’s official guidelines on artistic nudity. After finding and reading the
summarized policy, several participants chose to open the embedded link to Facebook’s Community
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Table 1. Participant Demographics

Initial interviews Survey Evaluation study
(n = 24) (n = 75) (n = 12)

Gender
Woman 11 (45.8%) 34 (45.3%) 6 (50.0%)
Nonbinary 7 (29.2%) 13 (17.3%) 4 (33.3%)
Man 6 (25.0%) 29 (38.7%) 2 (16.7%)
Race/Ethnicity
Asian 10 (41.7%) 9 (9.9%) 4 (33.3%)
Latinx/e 6 (25.0%) 10 (11.0%) 2 (16.7%)
Black or African American 5 (20.8%) 20 (22.0%) 6 (50.0%)
White 2 (8.3%) 42 (46.2%) 0 (0.0%)
Middle Eastern 1 (4.2%) 2 (2.2%) 0 (0.0%)
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 1 (4.2%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
American Indian 0 (0.0%) 4 (4.4%) 0 (0.0%)
Alaska Native 0 (0.0%) 4 (4.4%) 0 (0.0%)
LGBTQ+
Yes 15 (62.5%) 57 (76.0%) 7 (58.3%)
No 8 (33.3%) 15 (20.0%) 5 (41.7%)
Did Not Disclose 1 (4.2%) 3 (4.0%) 0 (0.0%)
Age
18-24 10 (41.7%) 23 (30.7%) 3 (25.0%)
25-34 10 (41.7%) 34 (45.3%) 8 (66.7%)
35-44 4 (16.7%) 11 (14.7%) 0 (0.0%)
45-54 0 (0.0%) 7 (9.3%) 1 (8.3%)
Participants could choose multiple gender and race/ethnicity options, so percentages add up to greater than 100%.

Standards page to explore their nudity policies in greater detail. P6 stated that the OIHC provided “all
the information [I] need on the [summarized policy] page” to navigate Facebook’s nudity guidelines,
while adding that the embedded link to Facebook’s full guideline “is also nice to have... just for my
own further reading.” P26 stated that users “who really want to deeply engage with the subject would
want to ‘read more’ on an ‘official’ [platform policy] website.” P35 agreed, though he would “have
to actually read the guidelines themselves” to understand the policies and their nuances in greater
detail.
The participants who read Facebook’s full artistic nudity guidelines critiqued the perceived

ambiguity of the policies; P34 stated that the policies were “a little gray” and that she “still has
questions” after reading them, while P29 stated that “Facebook’s Terms of Service are ambiguous,”
making it difficult to “figure out what is actually allowed to be posted.” P36 agreed, stating that it “felt
odd” that Facebook would allow or forbid different kinds of nude content without explaining how
their moderation system would distinguish between exempt and non-exempt nude imagery. She
connected her lack of trust that Facebook would enforce their policies properly with her frustrations
with social media content moderation as a whole:

“It’s not just Facebook... I feel like rules on many social media [platforms] are really vague.
And I think that’s done purposely, because when things go wrong, that vagueness excuses
[platforms] from culpability. It’s just odd to me because... I feel like, with nudity in protest
or art, or just most nudity in general, I would say about 75% to 80% is probably okay, not
too bad. I’ve seen some violent things on Facebook, and like... how is that okay, but then a
naked body is wrong? I don’t know. It’s just odd to me.”
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Participants like P36 not only found and read Facebook’s full policy on nudity, but they critically
engaged with the policy and critiqued platform rules that they found “ambiguous” or difficult
to enforce in practice; in P36’s case, she connected her mistrust of Facebook’s policies and rule
enforcement to her mistrust of social media platforms’ content moderation practices in general.
Overall, the participants engaged deeply with Facebook’s full nudity policies, developing further
insight into the policies, critiquing policies that they perceived as flawed, and even reinforcing
their overall negative perceptions of the platform itself.
Several participants reflected on their past experiences with social media content removals as

they browsed through Facebook’s policies, particularly participants whose content was removed
from platforms other than Facebook. P35 shared that he previously had content removed from
Reddit, and initially stated that the Social Media Guidelines resource could have potentially been a
“big help... in combating that moderation [decision].” But as P35 continued to reflect on Facebook’s
policies, he stated that most moderation decisions on Reddit “depend on who the mod is for the
subreddit,” and that reading through Reddit’s sitewide moderation policies may not be as helpful
as it would be to a user of Facebook, Twitter, or other platforms with a “more centralized team for
moderation and removal.” Though P35’s Reddit content removal was not due to nudity, navigating
Facebook’s nudity policies still resulted in him critically assessing the differences he perceived
between Facebook and Reddit’s moderation systems. P35’s reflection also revealed a potential
limitation of the OIHC itself; his comments highlighted how the OIHC’s summarized policies may
be less helpful to users of social media platforms that employ a “hybrid” model of moderation
(such as Reddit) compared to platforms employing more centralized, “top-down” moderation (such
as Facebook), as policies may be enforced unequally across “hybrid” platforms based on human
moderators’ individual decisions [6, 41, 44, 60, 71].

P32 also reflected on their past content removal experiences while reading through Facebook’s
nudity guidelines; they stated that the summarized policies are “really helpful... because rules are a
thing that different social media sites vary on broadly,” especially “about nudity specifically, which is
a point of tension for many people.” As P32 explored Facebook’s guidelines on nudity, they reflected
on their own past experience of having content incorrectly removed for “nudity” on Tumblr:

“On Tumblr, I’ve had stuff removed because of ‘nudity,’ even though there was none. I don’t
know if Tumblr has an appeals process... their [moderation process] seems very sporadic.
So I’m not sure if anything like [this page] could have been helpful for my experiences.”

Like P35, P32 reflected on their content removal experience on another platform while reading
through Facebook’s guidelines, questioning whether reading Tumblr’s community guidelines
would have helped them during their removal experience and expressing skepticism that Tumblr’s
moderation system would enforce its own guidelines correctly. When participants like P35 and
P32 were introduced to Facebook’s policies through the OIHC, they not only learned more about
Facebook’s policies themselves, but they also reflected on moderation practices that they previously
witnessed on other platforms, critically comparing the perceived differences in moderation practices
between social media platforms, including comparing the perceived effectiveness of different
platforms’ moderation systems. However, experiences like P32’s also made visible some of the
OIHC’s limitations, such as the limited number of social media platforms that it provides policy
information about.

5.2.2 Participants Expressed Skepticism that Platforms Would Respond to Their Appeals or Restore
Their Content. Participants described appreciating the OIHC’s links to content moderation appeal
resources across a variety of platforms. However, as participants engaged with the platforms’ appeal
pages, many expressed skepticism that filing content moderation appeals would result in their
content being restored. Some of this doubt was due to a lack of information provided by platforms
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regarding the turnaround time for content moderation appeals. P27 suggested that the Social Media
Appeals page include “some information on the typical turnaround time for an appeal” to clarify
“how long[users are] supposed to wait” to hear back from the platform. P27 stated that adding this
information could benefit users who may not know what to expect from the appeal process, which
she perceived to be “very confusing” to ordinary social media users.
Some participants also questioned whether social media platforms would respond to their

moderation appeals at all. P27 shared that she felt “hesitant [to file an appeal] because... it’s not
guaranteed that Twitter will actually give your account or posts back.” P32 shared similar frustrations,
stating that “sometimes, even if you do follow the [appeal] steps, Twitter will still suspend your account
or not give it back.” P32’s lack of trust that social media platforms would act on users’ appeals
also made them feel less confident in the Social Media Appeals page’s instructions, stating that
there is “not really much of a guarantee” that following the instructions correctly would result in
a platform restoring their content. Comments such as P27’s and P32’s highlighted participants’
mistrust of platforms’ moderation practices; even in a hypothetical situation where their content
was incorrectly removed, participants still expressed doubt that platforms would acknowledge their
potential error or restore their content in response to moderation appeals. The doubt expressed
by the participants may reflect an underlying perception that the OIHC’s linked appeal resources
may not be equally helpful for all users appealing a removal due to the perceived unreliability of
platforms’ appeal processes themselves.
Some participants also expressed skepticism that the appeal resources provided in the Social

Media Appeals section would apply to all content removal situations that they may experience.
P27 stated that she had previously struggled to complete a content removal appeal on Reddit as it
was “not very clear which [removal reason] would align with [her] content that was taken down.” P31
shared similar concerns, stating that “people whose [content removal] situations are dramatic, like
being discriminated against,” may feel that their situations have escalated into “something legal,”
and may prefer legal help regarding the removal rather than trusting the platform itself to handle
the appeal correctly.
Overall, the Social Media Appeals page was praised for providing different platforms’ appeal

resources to the OIHC’s users, which participants found particularly beneficial due to the difficulty
of finding appeal resources on social media platforms themselves. However, multiple participants
stated that platforms’ appeal resources may not meet their specific needs in the first place, and that
they may have to explore alternative options to challenge their content takedowns instead. The
difficulty of finding platforms’ appeal resources without the help of a resource like the OIHC, as
well as the possibility that platforms’ appeal resources may not account for all users’ moderation
situations, led multiple participants to reinforce their frustration and negative perceptions of social
media platforms. These frustrations also highlighted several of the OIHC’s limitations in helping
users navigate content moderation and appeals, such as its inability to guarantee that platforms
will reliably moderate content or appeal removed content in line with their own policies.

5.3 Evaluation Study Results: Engagement with the Online Identity Help Center
5.3.1 Social Media Rights. The Social Media Rights page includes a series of educational scenarios
describing realistic content moderation and removal situations, including scenarios where a social
media user may face offline consequences for their social media content (such as being fired from a
job for posting objectionable content online). These scenarios include summarized information on
social media users’ rights in each scenario, long-form explanations as to why the content removal
(or real-world consequence) may or may not be correct, and links to external resources (such as
platforms’ official policy pages) for users who may wish to learn more. Participants described
the Social Media Rights page to be informative, presenting realistic moderation-related scenarios
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that engage users while informing them of their user rights in different moderation contexts. P25
stated that user rights descriptions throughout the page were “precise and easy to understand,”
while P29 praised the vocabulary of the page for being “short and simple” while avoiding “lots of
legal language or jargon.” Participants praised the hypothetical moderation scenarios presented
throughout the page, particularly “gray area” scenarios where the correct removal decision may be
unclear. P29 stated that the gray area scenarios “did a good job of bringing up questionable situations
where whether [users] have freedom of speech, or whether [removals] would be justified or not, depends
on other factors.” Overall, participants expressed that the Social Media Rights page served as an
accessible, informative starting point to begin learning more about their rights as social media
users.
Many participants stated that they appreciated the links to external informational resources

about social media rights provided throughout the page at the end of each hypothetical moderation
scenario. P29 stated that the external resources were helpful when addressing the legal aspects of
users’ social media rights, stating that “legal texts can be really difficult [to understand] if you’re not
a lawyer... so it’s nice to have links to websites that translate laws for a general audience so they’re
easier to understand.” P35 appreciated that “the resources could give [him] more information” about
his social media rights than he could find on the OIHC itself; P26 agreed, stating that “it’s nice
that [external resources] are included” to supplement the content of the Social Media Rights page.
Other participants expressed interest in exploring the external resources even after leaving the
page; P26, P27, and P29 suggested that the OIHC provide a full “list of [external] resources” near the
end of the Social Media Rights page for users to explore in their own time. Overall, participants
expressed that the Social Media Rights page provided helpful “basic” information about social
media users’ rights and how those rights may apply to everyday social media use. However, many
participants primarily expressed their perception of the Social Media Rights page as a “hub” for
external social media rights resources instead, where users can find links to platforms’ official
policies, legal resources provided by the U.S. government, and other “official” resources that may
help them navigate future social media content or account removals. Though the users praised the
page’s original content as informative and useful, it is possible that users primarily value the Social
Media Rights page as an entry point for finding official platform policies and legal resources.
Participants offered their thoughts on the hypothetical moderation scenarios that they en-

countered as they progressed through the Social Media Rights page. Several participants initially
expressed skepticism toward the page’s explanations for moderation decisions, but challenged their
own reactions after reading the explanations in depth. P29 expressed that their “gut reaction” to the
Snapchat removal scenario (where a student was expelled for using profanity in a Snapchat post)
was to disagree with the student’s expulsion. Though the page’s explanation affirmed P29’s reaction
by stating that the expulsion would be incorrect, it also provided example contexts in which a
student may not be protected from disciplinary action against their social media content, such as if
the content was posted during school hours or if it relates to school activities. After reading the
explanation, P29 somewhat reevaluated their stance, stating that they now “understood that there
are instances where something like [the Snapchat post] would not be appropriate.” P31 also reevaluated
her perceptions of moderation and social media users’ rights after reading the page’s explanations
in depth. While reading a scenario about an employee being fired from their job due to their social
media content, P31 initially answered that their firing was “probably justified,” as the employee’s
social media posts may have been inappropriate. However, the explanation stated that their firing
was a “gray area” decision that could vary based on workplace policies and other external factors.
Like P29, P31 reevaluated her initial answer after reading the explanation, concluding that her
answer “was not wrong, but was not right either.”
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Overall, participants critically engaged with the page’s explanations for the “correct” conclusions
to moderation and user rights scenarios. This critical engagement led several participants to openly
reassess their personal perceptions of how moderation and users’ rights work, developing a more
nuanced understanding of how users’ social media rights can operate in various contexts.

5.3.2 Data Privacy and Collection. The Data Privacy and Collection section of the OIHC present
short-form advice on a range of personal data and privacy-protection principles, such as advice
on protecting one’s social media account information or using public wireless connections. Par-
ticipants found the Data Privacy and Collection section to provide a range of broadly applicable
information about protecting their personal data; P27 stated that “many people would benefit from
this information and find it useful,” while P25 stated that it offers “very nice advice in terms of
security,” particularly regarding two-factor authentication and safely using public internet connec-
tions. Several participants stated that the Data Privacy and Collection section could be particularly
useful for users who may not be familiar with general data privacy principles; P36 stated that
the data privacy advice within the section is “not obvious to most users,” while P32 stated that the
information in the section includes “many basic things [that] most users forget a lot of the time.”
Overall, participants expressed confidence that the page could be a useful resource for users who
are new to the concept of data privacy and collection.
Like other sections of the OIHC, participants also praised the external informational resources

provided throughout the Data Privacy and Collection section. P32 stated that the linked resources
made them “curious to know” more about personal data privacy practices; P36 agreed, stating
that the external resources can “help people understand” data privacy in greater detail than what
is included in the section itself. Some participants, such as P30, stated that the contents of the
Data Privacy and Collection page itself were “helpful... but mostly things that [she] already knew.”
However, P30 found the page’s external resources to be beneficial by offering an “in-depth look” at
the data privacy concepts described throughout the page, allowing P30 to progress from reviewing
familiar data privacy principles to learning new ways to protect her privacy online. As a result, P30
perceived the external resources as “increasing the usefulness of [the page],” particularly for social
media users who may already have a basic understanding of how to protect their data and privacy
online, but may wish to understand those principles in greater detail.

Overall, participants praised the Data Privacy and Collection section for presenting an accessible
starting point for everyday users to learn about protecting their data online. Like the Social Media
Rights section, participants were particularly likely to discuss the external resources provided on
the Data Privacy and Collection page; it is possible that these external resources were the most
valuable feature of the page for participants who were already familiar with basic data privacy
principles and were interested in finding more “in-depth” information.

5.3.3 Social Media Appeals. The Social Media Appeals section of the OIHC provides users with
direct links to social media platforms’ official content moderation appeal resources, along with
summarized instructions for how to appeal content or account removals on different platforms. The
participants praised the Social Media Appeals section for simplifying the process of finding and
filing content moderation appeals with social media platforms. P33 stated that the instructions were
“clear and short,” and praised the use of screenshots to visually guide participants through the appeal
process. P27 agreed that the page’s instructions for filing appeals were “very straightforward and
helpful,” stating that the simplicity of the page could particularly benefit “ordinary users” navigating
their “first time experiencing the [appeal] process.”

P29 remarked on the availability of appeal resources on the page that may be difficult for users
to find on social media platforms themselves, stating that “it’s nice that [the OIHC] gives you the
steps that are involved.” P29 then shared their personal experience of having an account removed
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from Twitter: “My Twitter account was locked... without any information about how to appeal it. I
didn’t even know that there was an option to appeal!” This experience resulted in P29 perceiving
social media platforms as deliberately “making [appeal resources] really obscure to find,” concluding
that this happens because “social media sites don’t want to deal with [appeals].” Afterwards, P29
stated that the Social Media Appeals page could directly benefit the OIHC’s users by “providing the
links to where you go [to appeal]” instead of leaving users to find appeal resources (perceived by
P29 to be deliberately obscured) on their own.

Overall, participants reacted positively to the appeal resources and instructions provided on the
Social Media Appeals page. However, users like P29 expressed frustration with the difficulty of
finding appeal resources on their respective platforms in the first place, reinforcing their negative
perceptions of social media platforms as deliberately suppressing users’ ability to appeal content
removals.

5.3.4 Share Your Story. The Share Your Story section provides an online form where OIHC users
may submit testimonies of their past content or account removal experiences that they felt were
unfair or incorrect. With the user’s explicit consent, the OIHC’s staff can read these submissions
and, when applicable, follow-up with the user via email with further resources that may help them
navigate their content or account removals. Users are also welcome to use the form simply to
express their feelings (or “vent”) about their content removal experiences; with the user’s consent,
anonymized versions of these testimonies may also be featured on the OIHC for other users to read.
Participants expressed appreciation that the Share Your Story page offered the OIHC’s users the
opportunity to share their content removal experiences for other OIHC users to read. P34 stated
that the Share Your Story page makes it “easy for [users] to make connections and hear one another’s
stories,” and that the OIHC’s users would benefit from reading these stories and knowing that
others have faced similar moderation experiences. P36 stated that she mostly envisioned herself
using the OIHC to “vent” about her past instances with content removals; she then shared her past
experience of having content removed from Reddit in a way she perceived to be incorrect, and how
she would have used the OIHC to air her frustrations about the removal:

“I probably would have used [the OIHC] as a venting experience... because it was such
a shock when my content was removed. There was nothing explicit about [my post]! I
didn’t even use any inappropriate language! So I contacted the moderator to say, “I don’t
understand,” because I was genuinely curious whether I had missed something. Then the
moderator insinuated that [my post] was removed for “soliciting!” And I thought, “whoa...
what?” So I think I would have used the OIHC to vent about that.”

Participants like P34 and P36 discussed why they perceive a space for social media users to
“vent” about their removal and appeal experiences to be important, and why some users may even
primarily use the OIHC to “vent”about their negative experiences via the Share Your Story feature.
Even participants who have already learned how to navigate moderation and appeals processes
expressed wanting to “share their story” with other users; like P36, these users may even find the
Share Your Story feature to be the most appealing element of the OIHC.
Some participants also suggested that the Share Your Story page integrate other community-

oriented features, such as a forum or chat feature, that could allow its users to directly communicate
with other OIHC users who have experienced content removals or are undergoing appeals. P34
stated that “[the OIHC] can’t go wrong with making a little community on [the website] for users to
reach out to each other”; P30 agreed, stating that the OIHC could foster “a community... for people
who don’t understand why their content was removed” by allowing its users to speak with one
another “about the online censorship issues they face.” P30 described her ideal communication tool
as “a bit like a Reddit thread where people can reach out to other [users] who had their content taken
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down,” arguing that this feature would benefit the OIHC’s users by allowing them to “discuss their
removal experiences and stories” with one another. P30 also expressed her belief that integrating a
communication tool could “increase [users’] chances of using the OIHC more in the future,” as the
feature would help the OIHC “foster a community... [where] we could all speak about the moderation
issues we face and our grievances with the system.”

Overall, participants like P34 and P30 valued the ability to share their removal experiences with
the OIHC’s users via the Share Your Story form. However, users also desired the ability to use the
OIHC to directly communicate with others who have also experienced removals (a feature that the
OIHC currently does not provide). Like P36, P34 and P30 indicated that the ability to express the
emotional toll of content removal experiences, as well as finding support from other users who
can relate to those experiences, is a similarly high priority for users as finding information to help
navigate their removals and appeals.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Accessible policy “starting points” encourage users to read policies in full
Though social media users typically do not read social media platforms’ terms of service prior
to using social media platforms [2, 73, 76], the behavior of the OIHC’s user test participants
suggests that users may be more willing to read platforms’ policies when presented in a simplified,
accessible format. The study participants easily found and read through the summarized platform
policies on the OIHC, and overwhelmingly expressed that the summarized policy content was
both informative and easy for them to understand. Participants also shared similar sentiments
about sections of the OIHC that were related to social media policies but were not exclusively
about content removals, such as the Social Media Rights Page. Most participants indicated that
the OIHC’s summarized policy information sufficiently informed them of how to navigate content
moderation on social media platforms, including participants like P35 who acknowledged that a
summarized policy by nature cannot address every nuance or exception to a rule. Past research has
explored and developed visually friendly formats for communicating policy information to users
in a way that is easier to understand than long, impenetrable legal documents [22, 56]. Examples
of user-friendly policy formats include Kelley et al.’s “Nutrition Label for Privacy” and Drodz and
Kirrane’s “Consent Request User Interface (CURE) Prototype,” both of which were designed to
improve users’ comprehension of privacy policies so they may make more informed choices about
their personal data and how it is collected and used [22, 56]. Both the Nutrition Label and the
CURE Prototype were found to improve users’ comprehension of privacy policies; Kelley et al.
also found that their study participants rated the visually friendly Nutrition Label format as “more
enjoyable” to read than pre-existing privacy policies [22, 56]. We argue that a resource like the
OIHC is valuable to social media users for similar reasons as Nutrition Label for Privacy [56] and
the CURE prototype [22]: because it presents an accessible introduction to platforms’ policies in a
convenient, user-friendly format that encourages everyday users to begin familiarizing themselves
with platforms’ policies, directly confronting the trend of users either skimming platforms’ policies
or not reading them at all [2, 73, 76].
However, OIHC goes beyond prior work by not only encouraging users to read summarized

versions of social media platforms’ policies but by successfully encouraging users to read the
full versions of platforms’ policies after reading the OIHC’s summarized version. As described in
Section 5.2.1, after reading the summarized descriptions of platforms’ policies, multiple participants
then chose to read the full text versions of those policies that were directly linked within the
OIHC. Though these resources were located outside of the OIHC and were not presented in a
“summarized” format, multiple participants still expressed their desire to read the full versions of
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platforms’ policies after first reading their summarized versions. The participants did not indicate
that they read the full versions of policies due to feeling insufficiently informed by the OIHC’s
policy summaries; instead, participants like P6 indicated that the summarized policies sufficiently
informed them, and that their decision to explore the full versions of policies was more motivated
by personal interest. The participants who read the full versions of policies critically engaged
while reading them, such as by voicing their opinions on the policies and whether they can be
enforced, indicating a rich level of engagement with policies that they ordinarily would not have
read in the first place. This level of engagement may indicate that social media users can develop
confidence and willingness to read full, “complex” versions of platforms’ policies, and can more
easily understand complex versions of platforms’ policies after being introduced to a summarized
version. We argue that the OIHC reflects the strength of “readable” policy presentation formats
by presenting “readable” versions of policies when platforms themselves fail to do so, helping
sufficiently inform users of how platforms work while encouraging them to feel confident enough
to read full policies afterward. This is a significant development considering that social media
users typically do not feel incentivized to read or critically engage with platforms’ full policies in
the first place [73, 76], particularly policies that users do not perceive to be “readable” [28]. This
summarized policy format can benefit users not only by directly resolving the barriers to initially
familiarizing themselves with policies, but also by encouraging them to read the full text of policies
after developing an initial awareness about how the platform works – thus making it easier for
social media users to understand platforms’ policies at increasing levels of complexity and nuance.
We note, however, that while the summarized policy format was generally well-received and

perceived as sufficiently informative by most participants, the summarized policies were not
necessarily perceived as helpful by every study participant, particularly those who were skeptical
that social media platforms would enforce their own policies as written; this signals that the
summary format will not be helpful for all users. We also acknowledge that our findings related to
users going from reading summarized policies to full policies were unanticipated findings of our
study, and that our insights related to these findings were limited by the number of participants
in our evaluation study; future research can specifically explore social media users’ engagement
patterns with summarized and non-summarized policy information on a larger scale.

6.2 Users may remain skeptical of policies even after reading them in full
Though multiple participants expressed a desire to read the official versions of platforms’ policies
after first reading a summarized version on the OIHC, they typically did not respond to the
official platform policies by expressing trust that the platforms would enforce their own rules
properly. Instead, participants typically responded with skepticism while reading social media
platforms’ official policy pages, contrasting participants’ positive receptions of summarized policies
presented on the OIHC itself. Multiple participants who read platforms’ official policies began
expressing negative sentiments toward social media platforms’ content moderation practices. For
example, after reading Facebook’s artistic nudity policies on Facebook’s Community Standards
page, participants expressed frustration with what they perceived to be the policies’ ambiguities,
while questioning whether Facebook’s algorithmic moderation tools can accurately distinguish
between permissible and impermissible nude content. Similar patterns emerged as participants
explored the external appeal resources in the OIHC’s Social Media Appeals page. Participants who
engaged with platforms’ appeal resources expressed doubt that the platforms would respond to
content moderation appeals promptly (if at all), or that appealing content removals would be equally
effective on different platforms. Though many participants chose to read the official guidelines,
they did not necessarily trust that the guidelines would be enforced as written.
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Instead of trusting that platforms will moderate content in line with their own rules, some
participants shared their personal folk theories as to how platforms moderate their content instead.
Folk theorization related to social media content moderation and removals is particularly common
among marginalized social media users [15, 16, 55], reflecting the disproportionately high rates of
incorrect or gray-area content removals that marginalized users face on social media platforms
[47]. Marginalized users who have experienced or witnessed these disproportionate removals often
distrust platforms’ rules and content moderation systems, and choose to develop their own theories
as to how platforms’ content moderation systems operate, relying on these theories to guide their
behavior and decision-making on social media platforms [15, 16, 63]. P36’s voiced skepticism of
Facebook’s content moderation practices serves as an example of folk theorization in practice;
while P36 critiqued Facebook’s artistic nudity policies as overly ambiguous, she connected her
critique to her perception that social media platforms’ policies are overly vague in general. She then
took her perception a step further, theorizing that platforms deliberately develop vague platform
policies to avoid culpability when their content moderation practices attract backlash from social
media users. Like many social media users before her, P36 deferred to her folk theories about social
media platforms’ policies to guide her perception of Facebook’s moderation practices, even after
reading Facebook’s full artistic nudity policy.
Social media folk theorization is sometimes framed as social media users developing theories

about platforms’ moderation practices primarily as a substitute for reading platforms’ rules [63].
However, we found that even when our participants read platforms’ official policies, they still
continued to develop theories as to how platforms would enforce their rules instead of trusting that
platforms would enforce their rules correctly. Past literature has explored the role of marginalized
users’ distrust of platforms in both their reluctance to read platforms’ guidelines [63] and their
use of folk theories to guide their decision-making on social media platforms [15, 16, 63]. Our
study tied these ideas together by showing that, even after reading platforms’ policies in detail,
marginalized social media users may continue to rely on their folk theories to guide their behavior
on platforms instead of the platforms’ guidelines themselves. We argue that marginalized users’ folk
theories about platforms’ guidelines may have less to do with whether they’ve read and understood
a platforms’ policies, and more to do with their pre-existing distrust of platforms themselves, often
derived from their negative experiences with identity-related content moderation and removals.

We also argue that platforms themselves can take proactive steps that may reduce marginalized
users’ perceived need to theorize about how guidelines are enforced. One possible approach for
platforms could involve developing content moderation transparency resources that publicly clarify
how guidelines are enforced in cases related to marginalization. For instance, the Oversight Board
website is an example of an existing transparency resource. The Oversight Board is an independent
body overseeing the governance of Meta platforms like Facebook and Instagram, and provides
information on its website describing its decisions to uphold or overturn content moderation
decisions that were appealed by Meta platforms users, including decisions related to marginalized
users’ content [77]. One example includes the Oversight Board’s decision to overturn Meta’s
removal of two transgender and nonbinary Instagram users’ posts related to top surgery [78]. The
Oversight Board detailed how it determined that the trans users’ posts were incorrectly identified
by Meta as violating its Adult Nudity and Sexual Activity Community Standard, ultimately ruling
that the two trans users’ posts be restored. The Oversight Board also published public comments
submitted by social media users related to the appeal case, which prominently featured submissions
by trans and nonbinary users. These public comments overwhelmingly expressed disagreement
withMeta’s initial removal of the two trans users’ posts, advocating for the posts to be restored while
describing the potentially harmful implications of the removals for trans users of Meta’s platforms
[78]. Though the existence of transparency resources like the Oversight Board’s website does not
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guarantee that marginalized users will trust platforms to enforce their guidelines appropriately,
similar resources could at least provide marginalized users with greater insight into how platforms’
contentmoderation decisions related tomarginalization aremade, potentially reducingmarginalized
users’ perceived need to theorize about how platforms moderate content related to marginalization.

6.3 Implications for Design
In a sense, developing a site like the OIHC is our implication for design; because people often
do not trust social media platforms and are unlikely to read their guidelines [74], it is necessary
to create and maintain external sites that summarize and engage people about social media site
policies. We developed the OIHC directly in response to user needs that we identified while
interviewing marginalized social media users, such as their need for accessible versions of social
media platforms’ policies. Resources addressing social media users’ rights, social media policies
and guidelines, user privacy and data protection, and contacting social media platforms were four
major content areas that participants in our study identified as necessary in order for the OIHC to
meet their needs. By addressing these content areas on the OIHC, we aim to provide marginalized
social media users with easy access to the resources necessary for them to better understand
their rights as social media users while more easily navigating their experiences with content
moderation and removals. Participants also expressed their underlying mistrust of social media
platforms’ guidelines and content moderation practices, reflecting the broader trend of marginalized
social media users distrusting platforms after experiencing disproportionate, inequitable patterns
of content moderation and removals [47, 63]. By presenting platforms’ policy and moderation
resources in an easily digested format, we aim for the OIHC to make platforms’ policies more
transparent for its users. By visibly displaying the OIHC’s major research university affiliation on
the service, we aim for the OIHC’s summarized policy information to be perceived as trustworthy
by its users. Making platforms’ policies more transparent can help marginalized social media users
more easily interpret platforms’ rules and values, allowing them to make more informed decisions
about what they post, say, or do on social media platforms.
One challenge in providing a resource like the OIHC is keeping it maintained and updated as

social media platforms’ guidelines continually change. The OIHC is currently manually maintained
and updated by the research team; we acknowledge that manually updating the OIHC’s social
media policy and informational resources could pose several challenges, such as the difficulties
of knowing when a platform has updated their policies and monitoring policy changes across
multiple platforms. Future work on the OIHC could determine efficient ways to automate updates
to the site’s policy content or resources, ensuring that the OIHC remains a relevant resource
for marginalized social media users into the future. Additionally, we acknowledge upcoming EU
regulatory changes, namely through the Digital Services Act (DSA), that will require platforms
to clearly explain how their content sorting and recommendation algorithms operate, and how
they make removal decisions for illegal content [72, 97]. Future developments in this area, namely
increased clarity about platforms’ algorithms and removal decisions, may change the perceived
helpfulness or relevance of the OIHC’s “simplified” policies.

6.4 Limitations
User tests of the OIHC were split into two rounds (n = 5 participants in the first round, n = 7 in
the second). Though all user test participants were marginalized social media users, the second
round participants were asked more questions about their personal experiences with social media
content or account removals, along with specific questions about identity-related content removals.
The lack of identity-related questions asked to the first round user test participants limited our
insight into the identity-related social media experiences of our user test participants, and whether
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the participants feel the OIHC fully meets their specific needs as marginalized social media users.
We also acknowledge that this study was also conducted in a U.S. context and primarily centered
the experiences of marginalized social media users from the U.S. Future research can explore the
most appropriate ways to meet the online policy, content moderation, and digital literacy-related
needs of marginalized social media users from outside of the U.S. or of Western cultural contexts.
Additionally, we acknowledge that the OIHC has not been heavily promoted, thus limiting the
number of users using the service. Future promotion and search engine optimization could increase
traffic to the OIHC. Increased traffic could result in more insight on users’ perceptions of the OIHC,
allowing us to further improve the service in the future.

7 CONCLUSION
We designed and developed the OIHC to confront the challenge of inequitable content moderation
faced by marginalized social media users, providing marginalized users with information about
their rights on social media platforms, social media platforms’ policies, and directions for appealing
content and account removals. We share the interview participants’ priorities for topics to feature
on the OIHC, such as resources to help them better understand social media policies, how to appeal
content removals, what their rights are as social media users, and how to protect their data online.
We also share findings from user testing of the OIHC, such as user test participants’ decisions to
read platforms’ full policies after reading summarized versions on the OIHC, as well as participants’
skepticism that platforms will restore their removed content after they have filed an appeal. We
then discuss the implications of our findings, such as the use of summarized platform policies as
“starting points” to encourage users to read platforms’ policies in full. We also discuss participants’
continued distrust of social media platforms after reading their policies, including participants’ use
of folk theories to help interpret how social media platforms may moderate their content in practice.
It may be the case that marginalized users will continue to primarily defer to folk theories to guide
their behavior on social media platforms even after reading platforms’ policies – an important area
to explore more in future research.
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